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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 About the Software

RM-LCCA, a tool developed by Purdue University for the Indiana Department of
Transportation (INDOT) for life-cycle economic evaluation of alternative materials for
bridge deck reinforcement.
RM-LCCA, which uses Microsoft Excel developer toolkit’s Visual Basic.Net as the
development language and platform, offers tools for comparative agency-cost
analysis of five main categories of bridge reinforcement steel material, namely:
carbon steel, epoxy-coated steel, clad stainless steel and solid stainless steel. The
program allows for the entry of five additional materials and has the following main
functions:






Feasibility, life cycle assessment of bridge reinforcement material options
with the following parameters:


Bridge deck dimensions



Traffic characteristics



Reinforcement selection



Project duration and cost



Traffic diversion factor

Cost-impact, life cycle assessment of bridge reinforcement material options
at the following phases:


Initial construction



First rehabilitation



Deck replacement



Second rehabilitation



End of service life

Agency-user cost assessment on savings and weighted totals
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1.2 Windows System Requirements

INDOTREV-2 has the following system requirements:


Windows vista or Windows 7



CD-ROM



Minimum 100 Megabytes of free hard drive space



Minimum 512 Megabytes RAM



Microsoft Excel 2003 or 2007



Microsoft Word 2003 or 2007

1.3 Installation

To install and run RM-LCCA in Windows vista or Windows 7 operating
systems:
1) Make sure that all opened programs, if any, are closed. Place the
RM-LCCA CD, label side up, into your CD-ROM drive.
2) When the RM-LCCA screen appears, click the “Install” button to
proceed.
3) In the Welcome screen, click “Next” to proceed. To exit the install or
to begin again, click “Cancel” now, or at any point during the
installation.
4) In the “Select Destination Directory” screen, click the “Next” button
to accept the default directory or choose preferred destination folder
from the drop down menu to install in a different directory. Click “Next”
to proceed.
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1.4 Running

1) Click the “Start” button located at the bottom left of your screen and
then “Select Programs”.
2) Select “RM-LCCA”, and click “RM-LCCA”.

1.5 Uninstallation
To uninstall RM-LCCA for Windows vista or Windows 7:
1) Click the “Start” button located at the bottom left your screen and
then select “Programs” or “Control Panel” in the right pane, then
“programs”, and choose the RM-LCCA program.
2) Select or “right-click” “RM-LCCA”, and click “Uninstall”.
3) Follow the on-screen instructions to uninstall RM-LCCA from your
hard drive.
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2 GETTING STARTED
2.1

RM-LCCA Framework

The basic function of RM-LCCA is to offer tools for comparative
agency-cost analysis of different categories of bridge reinforcement
materials. Once initiated into the program, the user should be able to
enter the material cost in unit price for any bridge-deck reinforcement
material, enter essential dimensional, economic and duration
parametric information for the bridge to undergo reinforcement
requested by the program. The user can then expect detailed
information on the cost assessment, presented in the form tables and
charts. The user is therefore able to analyze and assess costs of a
bridge rehabilitation project to the construction agency and road users
alike based on the available bridge-specific parametric information.
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3 WELCOME:
BRIDGE PARAMETERS
The first interface that comes up when the user runs the software is the
welcome screen in Microsoft Excel, denoted by the first spreadsheet
tagged “Welcome” graphically presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: RM‐LCCA Starting Interface

3.1

STEP-1

Clicking the “STEP-1” button on the interface leads the user to the
“Bridge Parameters” sheet chronicled in the figures to follow, where
users can enter parametric information for agency-user cost
assessment for reinforcement over bridge service life. The ensuing
chapter describes the opportunities for information entry on bridge and
project characteristics for assessment will be available to the user.
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3.2

BRIDGE DECK DIMENSION

Figure 3.2: Bride Deck Dimension parameter entry pane

The above feature provides the opportunity for the user to enter
information on the scalar dimensions of the bridge in question for
realistic assessment estimations per reinforcement material, by Bridge
Length (BL) and Deck Width (DW) in feet (ft) cells accordingly, as seen
in green in Figure 3.2 above. The user should notice the adjacent
“Traffic Characteristics” data entry on the next page as illustrated in the
ensuing Figure 3.3.
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3.3

TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 3.3: Traffic Characteristics parameter entry pane

The Traffic Characteristics data entry pane allows the user to enter an
approximate traffic count of the vehicles traversing the bridge in a day,
by the “Vehicle per Day” cell below the icon, as shown in green in
Figure 3.3. The user may increase this number by clicking the arrow
facing rightward in the grey bar directly below and decrease the value
by clicking on the arrow facing leftward in the same bar. Clicking on the
brown adjacent to the icon will lead the user to the Reinforcement
Selection table as illustrated in Figure 3.4 on the next page.
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3.4

REINFORCEMENT SELECTION

Figure 3.4: Reinforcement Selection

The Reinforcement Selection pane seeks information on the amount
and dimensional nature of the reinforcement used in pounds of
reinforcement material per square ft (Ib/ft2) of deck surface,
enumerated in green and adjacent to the roman-lettered types (Type I,
Type II, … Type V), which serve as signifiers for the different
categories of relevant information distribution. The “Total
Reinforcement Weight” of reinforcement material is then instantly
calculated from the information entered and provided at the bottom of
the table in pounds (Ib), indicated by the value in red.
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3.5

PROJECT TIME AND COSTS

Figure 3.5: Project cost entry and cost calculation

“The Project Time and Cost” entry pane allows the user to enter
information on the reinforcement cost by dollar amount per square feet
denoted by the values entered in green front under the heading
“Project Costs ($)/ft2” in red font for the different phases of
reinforcement. It then produces fair estimates of the duration for
completion of the phases in question: “Initial construction”, “Deck
Replacement” and “Rehabilitation”, based on the “Bridge Dimensions”,
“Traffic Characteristics” and “Reinforcement Selection” entries from
previous panes, as seen in Figure 3.5 above. The leftward-facing blue
arrow, when clicked, returns the user to the “Bridge Dimensions” pane
to change the parameters for different reinforcement selection and
project duration results. The rightward-facing brown arrow, leads to the
user “Economic Factors” considerations pane when clicked, as seen in
Figure 3.6.
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3.6

ECONOMIC FACTORS

Figure 3.6: The economic factors parameter entry pane

This section allows the user to enter bridge user-specific information.
The user may enter all numerical values in green font as shown above,
such as toll “Discount Rate” for bridge usage, the number of
passengers per vehicle denoted by “# Pass./Vehicle”, “Cost of Fuel
($)”, “Hourly Wage ($)” in dollars and the vehicular “Fuel Economy
(mpg)”. The next pane is the “Traffic Diversion” pane as represented in
Figure 3.7 below:
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3.7

TRAFFIC DIVERSION

Figure 3.7: Traffic diversion parameter/ data entry pane

This pane provides the user the opportunity to enter essential traffic
diversion characteristics over the reinforcement project duration. The
user can specify the type of diversion between “Detour” and
“Workzone”, it can also delineate the attributes of “Speed Limit”,
“Length” and “Speed” for any diversion for more comprehensive
agency cost assessment that takes into account traffic diversions
during the period of reinforcement project implementation. The
leftward-facing brown arrow, when clicked, returns to the “Bridge
Dimensions” pane to change the parameters to yield different agencyuser cost assessment results per reinforcement project. When the user
clicks on the black circular (on/ off) button to the right of the arrow, the
“Bridge Parameters” sheet closes with any changes made to the data
values or parameters entered, immediately processed to yield agencyuser cost assessment graphs and charts for various reinforcement
projects. This leads the user back to the “Welcome” sheet.
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4 OPENER:
REINFORCEMENT COSTS
The “Opener” sheet provides the user with the opportunity to
enter information on the “Unite price ($/Ib)” in dollars per pound
of “Reinforcement Type” or material that will be used in the cost
evaluation and assessment algorithms to produce the final
report by the RM-LCCA program. The user must click on the
“OK” button at the bottom of the dialogue box once the
information has been typed into the RM-LCCA system. See
Figure 4.1 below for the interface appearance.

Figure 4.1: Data value entry for cost ($/Ib) for various reinforcement types
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4.1

STEP-2

Upon returning to the “Welcome” sheet, clicking the “STEP-2” button
on the interface leads the user to the “Opener” sheet in the following
figures, where users can view and edit information for different
reinforcement types for bridge deck accounting for different stages of
bridge service life. The interface is shown in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: The “Opener” sheet interface upon clicking on “STEP‐2” at the “Welcome” sheet

Clicking on any of the buttons or icons shown will lead to reinforcement
material-specific charts that reveal the cost ranking (vertical axis) of
reinforcement from “Initial Construction” through “1st Rehabilitation”,
“Deck Replacement” and “2nd Rehabilitation”, over the service life
(horizontal axis) of the bridge, based on specifications indicated in the
“Bridge Parameters” sheet from “STEP-1”.
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4.2

Reinforcement Cost-Time Ranking Chart

The Cost Chart of one kind of reinforcement material shows the total
costs of reinforcement at different stages in the bridge service life,
higher reinforcement costs court a higher cost ranking number. The
following Figure 4.3 shows the cost chart (sheet “1”) for “Carbon Steel”
reinforcement material at 10-year reinforcement intervals.

Figure 4.3: Carbon Steel reinforcement cost ranking chart

The user may check or uncheck any of the blue tabs at the top of the
chart that represent types of bridgework to yield cost assessment
values and rankings which include or exclude separate stages of
reinforcement depending on the nature of the materials. See Figure 4.4
below for the “Carbon Steel” cost chart without “1st Rehabilitation”
reinforcement.

Figure 4.4: Carbon Steel cost ranking chart excluding 1st Rehabilitation reinforcement
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4.3

Reinforcement Cost Analysis Table

Figure 4.5: The Carbon Steel cost break down table.

The cost breakdown table (sample for Carbon Steel reinforcement
shown above) is next to the Cost Chart for any reinforcement material.
It shows the cost variations to components of the system (agency and
user in dollars) for different stages of reinforcement over bridge service
life. The Carbon Steel cost chart is a plot of the table column,
“HEIGHT” (cost ranking - a higher cost is equivalent to a higher
ranking) on the vertical axis of the table and “YEAR” (time of
reinforcement over bridge service live). Clicking the purple leftward
facing arrow returns the user to the “Opener” sheet (arrived at upon
clicking “STEP-2” in the “Welcome” sheet), where the user may click
on any of the other reinforcement types or materials to view their cost
charts and breakdown tables accordingly. Sheet “2” has the chart and
table for “Epoxy-Coated Steel,” sheet “3” represents that for “Clad
Stainless Steel,” and sheet “4” holds the same information for “Solid
Stainless Steel.” Note that changing information in the table will reflect
on the charts.
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5 CONCLUSION:
COST ASSESSMENT
REPORT
The final report shown above is a cumulative rendition of the RMLCCA
processing and assessment of the life-cycle cost of reinforcement
distribution in dollars.

5.1

Reinforcement Cost Assessment Report Table

Figure 5.1: “Conclusion” sheet

The report table shows the resulted cost variations or distributions for
various reinforcement types or materials. It reflects the agency cost,
user cost, weighted user cost, weighted total cost, the percentage
savings cost and the percentage weighted savings cost over the
durations of reinforcement and life cycle of the bridge by the end of the
service life.
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5.2

Reinforcement Cost Assessment Report Charts

Figure 5.2: Reinforcement Cost Assessment Report Charts

The reinforcement cost assessment distribution information is
graphically presented in bar chart form beneath the report table in the
“Conclusion” sheet. The user may modulate or adjust any of the table
formulae by clicking on any cells in the desired column and entering
desire values to yield different outcomes in the related chart below.
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6 GETTING HELP
The RM-LCCA User's Manual presents detailed information as to help
to use the software. Users can access this manual by clicking “User's
Manual” under the “Help” menu on the main interface. In addition,
users can refer to the technical manual or the project report titled
“Increasing Bridge Deck Service Life, Volume 2: Economic Analysis Of
Alternative Deck Reinforcement Materials Using Life Cycle Cost
Analysis” for the basic methodology underlying RM-LCCA.
Contact Samuel Labi, Purdue University. labi@purdue.edu
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